Capturing the Gains brings together an international research network to examine economic and social upgrading in business communities across the developing world.

The programme explores the connections between business competitiveness and social prosperity with attention to firm innovation, trade expansion, labour standards and decent work.

Its research allows policymakers and business leaders to better understand the relationship between business growth and poverty reduction in the global South.
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Abstract
Global value chains (GVCs) are changing the way trade is conducted and value is created and captured. As more trade is organized through close coordination between buyers and suppliers, moving to high value-added activities, or economic upgrading, is critically determined by lead firms, particularly global buyers. However, growing evidence shows that economic upgrading of producers does not necessarily lead to social upgrading of workers, and the relationship is complicated by GVC restructuring in a post-crisis world. Dynamic monitoring of global and regional chains, joint public-private support for value chain upgrading, and improved trade metrics will provide more effective policy interventions for poverty reduction in a rapidly changing global trade environment.
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Global value chains have risen as production becomes fragmented

Global value chains are changing the way trade is conducted and value is captured

Global value chains (GVCs) refer to the full range of activities to bring a product from its conception to end use, including design, production, distribution and consumer support. Each activity can be contained within a single firm or divided among different firms through outsourcing, adding different amounts of value to the final product. 1

Global value chains have risen as production becomes fragmented into specialized and geographically dispersed value-adding tasks. In 2009, world exports of intermediate goods exceeded the combined export values of final and capital goods, accounting for 51 percent of non-fuel merchandise exports. 2

A large proportion of trade is coordinated by global buyers and suppliers, defying the notion of trade as arm’s-length market transactions between countries. As various stages of intermediate goods are traded across borders, the discrepancy is growing between where final goods are produced and exported and where value is created and captured.

For example, Apple’s iPhones, entirely assembled in China and exported to the USA, generate a US$ 1.9 billion deficit for the USA in its trade with China, using a traditional measure that assigns the gross export value of the product to the exporting country (see Figure 1). In value-added terms, however, most of the deficit comes from Japan and other exporters of high value-added components and not from China, which represents less than four percent of the US iPhone trade deficit. 3 This is not an exception for the world’s largest manufacturing country. Domestic content only accounts for about half of China’s manufacturing exports and even less (18 percent) of its processing exports, mostly done by foreign-owned firms. 4

Value capture is critically determined by who leads GVCs

As more trade is organized via offshore outsourcing, integration into global production networks (GPNs) and ‘upgrading’ – moving from low value-added to high value-added activities within and across GPNs – become crucial for pro-poor employment in developing countries. 5 This is the case even in the sectors not generally associated with poverty reduction, like tourism (see Box 1). Yet, where high value-added activities are located and who is included in GVCs are largely determined by lead companies that govern the chain.

Notes
5. GVCs and GPNs are complementary terms and used interchangeably in this brief. GPNs incorporate wider institutional actors linked to GVCs, while GVCs focus on commercial actors and their linkages.
Global value chains are increasingly driven by the demand side, and lead firms tend to be buyers at the downstream end of a chain. Retail concentration has strengthened the role of global buyers in GPNs. Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, is China’s seventh largest trading partner (ahead of the UK), spending more than $18 billion annually on Chinese goods. Quality standards are one of the key mechanisms by which buyers govern the chain. Depending on which products are to be supplied, and how, when and where they will be produced, quality standards can work as a potential barrier that pushes out developing country suppliers unable to comply, or they can be a springboard to help them upgrade.

Governance is not uniform, but varies across GPNs. While supermarkets and retailers play the key role as lead firms in agro food chains, their power is significantly moderated in mobile telecom by the presence of brand manufacturers. Even in the same sector, lead firms may organize GPNs differently. Unlike Apple Inc., which outsources its entire smart phone production to China, Nokia keeps a significant portion of its production in-house and in its home country (Finland). Different market niches (e.g., high-end vs. low-end) and geographical markets have distinctive GPN structures, with varying patterns of value creation. Thus, the rise of demand in emerging markets and the resulting shift of the end market from developed countries to new markets is creating new value creation opportunities. However, this also means that developing country suppliers have to upgrade their production processes and standards to meet the requirements of these new markets.

Notes
7. In shoes sold in the European Union, for example, manufacturing costs relative to the wholesale sales price are much higher in low-end products (66 percent) than in high-end products (46 percent), while upstream activities such as R&D create more value in high-quality shoes (33 percent) than in low-quality ones (15 percent). OECD (2011). ‘Global value chains: preliminary evidence and policy issues’. Paris, OECD: DSTI/IND(2011)3, 4 March, p. 26.
Some workers in GPNs benefit from strong labour standards, many others are in poor jobs.

Box 1: Life at the end of the chain – tourism and poverty reduction in Asia

Tourism is often seen as resulting in a great deal of leakage of revenue, with only poor quality, casual and temporary jobs in developing country destinations. Capturing the Gains research, however, shows that, even in segments at the end of the chain, there can be a substantial impact on reducing poverty. It finds that two upland economies in China and India have substantially benefited from tourism. In the Yunnan villages in China, the tourism impact was largely due to the excursion segment of the value chain; in the Uttarakhand village in Northern India, it was due to the road-side eateries and rest houses along the tourist route.

There are two types of local impacts: high volume, benefiting numerous people but with low unit value per person (e.g., animal rides); and low volume, benefiting few people but with high unit value per person (e.g., home stays). Tourism has brought other benefits to these villages, such as a preservation of natural and cultural capital, which are themselves the basis of tourist attraction, good communications and improved sanitation and hygiene.

Lesson: we need to look not only at leakages but also linkages to promote upgrading.

Notes

Economic upgrading does not necessarily lead to social upgrading

Moving to higher value-added activities is critical, yet does not necessarily lead to social upgrading, which entails improvement in workers’ rights and entitlements, and enhancement of the quality of their employment. Some workers in GPNs, as a result of economic upgrading, may benefit from higher wages and strong labour standards. But for many others, particularly women and migrant workers, economic upgrading may be achieved by putting them in highly flexible, unprotected and insecure work. Poor jobs are also fuelled by low productivity, subcontracting, and supplier struggles to meet buyers’ requirements. Progress made in employment and wages may not extend to other dimensions, like freedom of association.

The recent global crisis is adding more complexity to the relationship between economic and social upgrading. If shifting demand to the South could help suppliers develop higher value-added activities, like product design, it may generate higher-skilled employment. Conversely, it could
deteriorate workers’ conditions if suppliers cling to slimmer margins with little effort to advance product and process standards (see Box 2). Similarly, consolidation in post-crisis GVCs can create small pockets of well-positioned suppliers with better conditions for workers, while eliminating others from the chains. The uncertainty and complexity involving economic and social upgrading necessitate research to monitor the trends and better inform policy in a rapidly changing global trade environment.

Box 2: Upgrading in horticulture value chains in Africa

Horticulture value chains provide important opportunities for economic and social upgrading in Africa, with more than 350,000 workers (mostly women) employed in South Africa, Kenya and Uganda alone. In recent years, in addition to European supermarkets that have long provided an export destination, new value chain destinations are opening up. Supermarkets are expanding across Sub-Saharan Africa, as shown in Walmart’s recent acquisition of Massmart, giving it access to 14 African countries. Asia is a growing destination for African produce. Capturing the Gains research finds that export diversification of value chains gives producers more options. But buyer pressures, and rising input costs, make competition more intense. Social standards are often lower in new emerging economy markets, but product quality remains important. Meeting multiple standards creates complexity. Upgrading outcomes are more favourable for large farmers and regular workers than for small-scale farmers and casual workers.

- Greater worker skills are required, with more intensive training and rising educational entry levels (e.g., grade 10 in some packhouses).
- Farmers and agricultural labour receive low rewards within value chains (in citrus, farmers receive an estimated 10 percent and workers three percent of the final price).
- Agricultural workers/producers embedded in traditional social relations (gender and ethnic discrimination, paternalism and attitudes to unions) require a ‘mindset shift’.
- Younger more productive farmers and workers are leaving agriculture for better options, resulting in a shortage of the ‘right kind’ of labour.

"The recent global crisis is adding more complexity to the relationship between economic and social upgrading."
Policy points

- **Policy interventions for sustained poverty reduction require use of GVCs/GPNs as a policy tool.**
  Value chain governance and competitive dynamics vary across sectors and regions. More effective monitoring of value chains can identify key leverage points available to all actors (firms, governments, trade unions, NGOs, and policy makers). This helps to promote economic and social upgrading of winners, provide support for possible losers, and reposition countries on a high road path to development.

- **Private-public-civil society partnerships are needed to facilitate value chain upgrading of workers and producers.**
  The rise of quality standards in value chains makes capability-building of suppliers a necessary, but not sufficient, condition to generate better employment for the poor. Partnerships between firms, government, trade unions and NGOs are needed in order to meet standards, enhance skills and knowledge, improve labour conditions, and raise incomes.

- **Building regional partnerships is key to future upgrading in the South.**
  The rise of regional production networks led by firms within Africa, Asia and Latin America, combined with expanding South-South trade, points to the importance of regional GVC/GPN partnerships. Shifting end markets towards large emerging economies heightens the changing role of international standards in regional as well as global production networks.

- **Better measurement of value creation and capture is needed in GVCs.**
  Existing trade statistics, based on traditional trade measures, do not grasp changing patterns of global trade and production. Employment data by sector are insufficient to measure jobs in diversified value chains. The World Trade Organization (WTO), the OECD and the World Bank, are developing new ways to measure trade across GPNs. Related measures need to be improved on jobs (regular and casual) in value chains to capture the links between economic and social dimensions of global production and trade.
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